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Fabrication of All-Inorganic Nanocrystal Solids through Matrix
Encapsulation of Nanocrystal Arrays
Erich Kinder,‡,§ Pavel Moroz,†,‡,§ Geoffrey Diederich,‡ Alexa Johnson,†,‡ Maria Kirsanova,†,‡
Alexander Nemchinov,†,‡ Timothy O’Connor,‡ Dan Roth,‡ and Mikhail Zamkov*,†,‡




A general strategy for low-temperature processing of colloidal nanocrystals into all-inorganic films is reported. The present
methodology goes beyond the traditional ligand-interlinking scheme and relies on encapsulation of morphologically defined
nanocrystal arrays into a matrix of a wide-band gap semiconductor, which preserves optoelectronic properties of individual
nanoparticles while rendering the nanocrystal film photoconductive. Fabricated solids exhibit excellent thermal stability, which is
attributed to the heteroepitaxial structure of nanocrystalmatrix interfaces, and show compelling light-harvesting performance in
prototype solar cells.
’ INTRODUCTION
The development of semiconductor thin films from nanocrys-
tal “inks” is emerging as a powerful alternative to conventional
methods of film deposition relying on high-vacuum and high-
temperature processing of bulk semiconductors. In addition
to the anticipated cost reduction, the integration of solution-
processed nanocrystal (NC) films into device architectures is
inspired by the possibility of tuning the energy of electrical
charges in NCs via nanoparticle size. This opens up an additional
degree of freedom for manipulating material’s optoelectronic
properties and controlling charge flow rates at heterostructured
interfaces. Owing to these advantages, the deployment of semi-
conductor NC films in device technologies has been actively
explored in the past decade through the demonstration of a wide
range of NC-based applications, including lasers,13 solar cells,426
photocatalysts,2731 light-emitting diodes (LEDs),3239 biol-
abels,4042 thermoelectric elements,43,44 field-effect transistors,4550
and magnetic51,52 and memory elements.5357
Over the years, several strategies for assembling NCs into
functional films (also known as NC solids) have been explored.
To improve electrical coupling between neighboring nanoparticles,
individual NCs in these films are often interlinked withmolecular
bridges, utilizing either organic molecules, such as short-chain
dithiols,5861 butylamine,62 ethylenediamine,63 3-mercaptopro-
pionic acid (MPA),64 hydrazine,49 pyridine,65,66 or inorganic
metal chalcogenide complexes, such as Zintl ions.44,67 Besides
enhancing an electrical conductivity of the film, these molecules
perform a role of surface-passivating ligands, the presence of
which is critical for preserving carrier localization in NCs and
protecting their surfaces from oxidation. For instance, a compel-
ling electrical performance has been reported for PbS and PbSe
NC solids cross-linked with hydrazine, MPA, or 1,2-ethane-
dithiol (EDT)68molecules. For these films the mobility of charge
carriers reached a compelling 0.10.7 cm2/(V 3 s) level,73 which
merits the performance of thin-layer devices (l < 200 nm), such
as solar cells, with reported power conversion efficiency (PCE) of
up to 5.1%.64,69 Meanwhile, the use of inorganic Zintl ion
linkers,67 or recently reported Al2O3 infilling of organically linked
nanocrystals70 have been demonstrated to improve the overall
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stability of the film. Despite these advances, the development of
functional NC solids still faces several important challenges that
need to be properly addressed before electrical characteristics of
these films can effectively compete with the rival technologies
based on amorphous silicon71 or organic polymer films.72
At present, the key factors limiting the competitiveness of NC
devices are identified as the poor stability of NC films in heated or
oxygenated environments, which dramatically impacts the cost
effect characteristics of these materials in heat-intensive applica-
tions (solar cells, photodetectors, and LEDs), and the relatively
low mobility of electrical charges [∼1 cm2/(V 3 s)],73,74 which leads
to substantial energy losses in thick-layer devices due to charge
trapping and side reactions. Notably, both of these issues are
related to the nature of the interlinking mechanism in NC films
and not to the properties of isolated nanoparticles. Indeed, the
ligands that connect neighboring NCs in the film are attached to
NC surfaces through a donoracceptor interaction and, there-
fore, can readily desorb when electrically or thermally stimulated.
Detachment of even a small fraction of these ligands can lead to
significant changes in the film performance due to the formation
of trap states,39,75 NC oxidation, and the subsequent deteriora-
tion of the semiconductor lattice. Furthermore, dissociation of
ligands has been claimed to trigger the removal of surface cations
from the NC,76 which leaves behind anion-terminated surface
associated with deep level surface traps.
Here we address the aforementioned limitations of ligand-
bound NC solids through the development of an alternative film
processing strategy that goes beyond the traditional cross-linking
scheme and employs a thermally and chemically stable, all-
inorganic medium to encase morphologically defined NC arrays.
Here, this strategy is demonstrated by encapsulating PbS NC
arrays into a matrix of a wide-band gap semiconductor (CdS,
ZnS), which preserves some degree of quantum confinement in
PbS nanoparticles yet enables both electrical conductivity of the
film, tunable via inter-NC spacing, and excellent thermal/chemical
stability of resulting solids, facilitated by the heteroepitaxial
capping of PbS NCs with the matrix material (e.g., CdS).
The matrix encapsulation strategy relies on low-temperature
(T < 160 C) processing of semiconductor NCs, performed by
spin-coating or dip-coating techniques. Specifically, to incorpo-
rate an array of S1 semiconductor NCs (e.g., PbS NCs) into a
matrix of a wide band gap semiconductor material (S2), colloidal
S1 NCs are first overcoated with several monolayers (ML) of S2,
yielding type I core/shell hetero-NCs, S1/S2, (e.g., PbS/CdS or
PbS/ZnS), as shown in Figure 1. Subsequently, S1/S2 nanopar-
ticles are thermally fused into all-inorganic heteroepitaxial arrays,
for which charge-confining S1 cores (PbS NCs) are encased
within the matrix of the cross-merged shell material, S2 (Figure.1,
step 3). To promote a crystallographic fusion of core/shell NCs
into a porous solid, at temperatures that preserve S1 domains but
allow for the respective shells (S2) to be brought together through
quasi-epitaxial bonding, spin-coated films of S1/S2 core/shell
NCs are capped with low-boiling-point ligands (T < 110 C) and
subjected to heating at 120160 C. Following the ligand
Figure 1. Flow chart showing the key steps involved in development of semiconductor matrix-encapsulated nanocrystal arrays (SMENA). These stages
include colloidal synthesis of PbS NCs (step 1), growth of the CdS shell (step 2), and spin-coating or dip-coating of NC films, exchange of bulky ligands
with thermally degradable molecules (MPA, FA), and crystallographic fusion of NCs, all three performed via layer-by-layer deposition (steps 3 and 4).
In the last step, the pores of the PbS/CdS solid are filled with an additional CdS or ZnS material (step 5). In several cases, surfaces of the resulting
matrix were further passivated with ZnCl2 or Br (see Experimental Section).
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desorption, the surfaces of S2 semiconductor in the NC solid are
treated with an additional S2 material, which is deposited into the
pores of the S1/S2 film via chemical bath deposition (CBD) or
successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR)77 meth-
ods (Figure 1, step 5).
Electrical coupling between adjacent NCs in the result-
ing semiconductor matrix encapsulated nanocrystal arrays
(SMENA) is controlled either by tuning the inter-NC separation
between PbS cores (via S2 shell thickness), or by varying the band
gap of the matrix material (CdS, ZnS). An empirical model has
been developed to provide a qualitative estimate of PbSPbS
coupling energy as a function of inter-NC separation and the
band gap of the matrix semiconductor. We demonstrate that, in
the regime of close coupling between 1S(e) states of PbS NCs,
the films are rendered photoconductive and can be utilized as an
active medium in NC solar cells. Meanwhile, for weakly coupled
SMENA solids (Mott insulators), 1S(e) carriers are primarily
site-localized, which gives rise to observable fluorescence from
PbS cores. This could have important implications for the devel-
opment of infrared-emitting thin-film waveguides.
The architecture of SMENA solids offers several unique
advantages that could be of a substantial benefit to the develop-
ment of NC devices. First, crystallographic fusion of S1 and S2
semiconductors into a heterostructured solid can potentially
enable the construction of heteroepitaxial monoliths exhibiting
a low density of lattice defects, which effectively reduces the
trap state formation and minimizes carrier scattering, an impor-
tant milestone toward increasing the conductivity of NC films.
Second, encapsulation of S1 NCs within a matrix of a lattice-
matched semiconductor (S2), provides an elegant approach for
capping NC surfaces with a layer of an inorganic material ex-
hibiting a greater degree of tolerance to heat and oxidation
than traditional molecular ligands. Indeed, in contrast to surface
molecules, the S2 matrix (e.g., CdS or ZnS) is not prone to
degradation in the ambient environment and thus will not allow
oxygen attacks on S1 surfaces. The improved stability of matrix-
encapsulated NC solids is particularly important for the devel-
opment of solar-absorber materials in light of the expected
thermal loads that photovoltaic panels have to withstand in field
conditions. Third, the SMENA morphology allows for a contin-
uous optimization of the internanocrystal coupling,78 β ∼ exp-
[α(Δx)], tunable via the thickness of the S2 shell (Δx/2).
’EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. 1-Octadecene (ODE, 90%; Aldrich), oleylamine (OLAM,
70%; Aldrich), oleic acid (OA, 90%; Aldrich), hexadecyltrimethylam-
monium bromide (CTAB, 99%; Sigma), titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4,
99.9%; Aldrich), titanium(IV) isopropoxide (99.999%; Aldrich), lead-
(II) nitrate [Pb(NO3)2, 99.99%; Aldrich], lead(II) oxide powder (PbO,
99.999%; Aldrich), sodium sulfide nonanhydrate (Na2S 3 9H2O, 98%;
Alfa Aesar), sulfur (S, 99.999%; Acros), titanium dioxide (DSL 90T,
DyeSol), selenium powder (Se, 99.5%; Acros), tellurium powder
(Te, 99.8%; Aldrich), ethanol (anhydrous, 95%; Aldrich), methanol
(anhydrous, 99.8%; Aldrich), toluene (anhydrous, 99.8%; Aldrich),
2-propanol (anhydrous, 99.8%; Acros), octane (anhydrous, 99%;
Aldrich), 3-mercaptopropionic acid (3-MPA, 99%; Alfa Aesar), bis-
(trimethylsilyl) sulfide (TMS2, synthetic grade; Aldrich), zinc chloride
(ZnCl2, 99.995%; Aldrich), tri-n-octylphosphine (97%, Strem), and
Triton X-100 (Alfa Aesar) were used as received without any further
purification. Regular acetone was distilled before use, and all reactions
were performed under argon atmosphere by the standard Schlenk
technique. Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass (TEC 15, 1214Ω/sq)
was obtained from Pilkington Glass.
Methods. Synthesis of PbS NCs. PbS NCs were fabricated accord-
ing to a procedure adapted from ref 79. In a typical synthesis, amixture of
0.49 g of PbO in 18 mL of ODE and 116 mL of OA (increasing the
amount of OA results in larger NCs) was degassed in a three-neck flask
at 120 C for 2 h, switched to argon, and heated to 135 C. In another
flask, 10 mL of ODE was degassed for 2 h at 120 C and allowed to cool
down to room temperature, then 0.21 mL of TMS2 was added carefully
into the flask and the resulting TMS2/ODE mixture was injected into
the Pb precursor solution at 135 C, while stirring. The reaction was
stopped after 05 min (longer reaction time leads to larger NCs)
by removing the flask from the heating mantle and placing it into an
ice water bath. The nanocrystals were isolated from the mixture by
precipitating with distilled acetone, centrifuging, and redispersing in
toluene. The cleaning procedure was repeated 23 times, after which
nanocrystals were redispersed in a minimal amount of octane or toluene
(45 mL).
For example, to fabricate PbS NCs with an exciton absorption feature
centered at 1140 nm, 14 mL of OA was used and the growth time was
limited to 3 min. For NCs with a 1S peak at 1750 nm, 14 mL of OA was
used with a growth time of 6 min. For NCs with a 1S peak at 930 nm,
1.5 mL of OA was used with a reaction time of 1 min.
Synthesis of PbS/CdS Core/Shell NCs through Cation Exchange.
Growth of the CdS shell on PbS NCs was performed by a cation-
exchange methodology.80 To this end, 1 g of CdO was combined with
6 mL of OA and 15 mL of ODE in a one-neck 50 mL flask. This mixture
was heated at 280 C under argon until the solution turned almost clear,
upon which the temperature was lowered down to 100 C. Separately, in
a three-neck flask, 2040 mg of PbS NCs dissolved in toluene were
heated under argon to 110 C for less than 5 min to evaporate most
of the excess solvent, and the contents of the Cd precursor flask
were added. The mixture was then heated to between 120 and 160 C
depending on the desired shell thickness. The reaction was stopped
when the final temperature was reached by placing the flask in an ice
bath. PbS/CdS NCs were isolated by adding ethanol and centrifuging at
5000 rpm. The liquid layer was discarded, and the precipitate was
redissolved in toluene. This procedure was repeated two more times.
NCs were finally redispersed in 23 mL of anhydrous octane.
The following example illustrates how the reaction temperature
affects the growth of the CdS shell, in which evolution is measured as
a blue shift of the PbS exciton absorbance. To achieve a blue shift ofΔλ =
140 nm (approximately 0.55 nm of the CdS shell), the mixture was
allowed to reach 110 C in 5 min. For a blue shift of Δλ = 220 nm, the
temperature was allowed to increase to 130 C. For a shift of Δλ =
45 nm, the reaction was immediately quenched in an ice water bath after
injection of the Cd precursor into the PbS NC solution.
Preparation of TiO2 on FTO/Glass Substrates. FTO-coated glass was
cut into 2.5 cm  2.5 cm squares, then washed by hand with detergent
(Alconox), and rinsed clean in deionized water. It was then sonicated in
methanol, acetone, and 2-propanol for 5 min in each solvent. Once dry,
the substrate was placed in a bath of 75 mM TiCl4 solution in deionized
water and was heated (in air) for 30min at 70 C. The substrate was then
rinsed with deionized water, dried under argon, heated to 450 C for 1 h,
and then allowed to cool to room temperature. Meanwhile, the TiO2
DyeSol paste was dissolved in terpinol in a 1:3 ratio by weight. Three
drops of the TiO2 solution was placed in the center of a dry TiCl4-treated
FTO/glass slide and spun for 6 s at 700 rpm and for 1 min at 2000 rpm.
The substrate was then annealed outside the glovebox (ambient oxygen
environment) at 450500 C to remove organic matter.
Fabrication of PbS/CdS NCs from Solution. To fabricate an all-
inorganic film of PbS/CdS NCs, layer-by-layer methodology was em-
ployed. All steps were performed inside the glovebox. Typically, 45
drops of PbS/CdS NCs in octane (concentration 10 mg/mL) were
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placed onto a still TiO2/FTO glass slide and allowed to spread until the
substrate was covered. The NC solution was left to soak until the center
dried and then spun at 2500 rpm for 30 s. Next, 10 drops of a 1:3 MPA/
methanol solution was placed on the film, fully covering the surface,
which was then spun at 2500 rpm for 15 s. The film was washed with
10 drops of methanol and subsequently spun at 2500 rpm until dry, then
washed once again with 10 drops of octane in the samemanner. The film
was annealed at 150160 C for 15 min after every three layers. Overall,
810 layers were needed to form a 300-nm SMENA film. The OAf
formic acid (FA) ligand exchange processed was performed by a dip-
coating approach. Typically, upon spin-coating of 4 drops of PbS/CdS
NCs onto an FTO/glass substrate, the sample was placed into a 10 mM
solution of FA in acetonitrile for 1 min and then rinsed with dry
acetonitrile for 1 min.
Infilling of SMENA Pores with CdS. To deposit CdS into the pores of
an annealed, all-inorganic PbS/CdS film, a cadmium bath was prepared
by dissolving 0.43 g of cadmium acetate in 80 mL of methanol. The
sulfur bath was made by combining 0.38 g of Na2S 3 9H2Owith 80 mL of
methanol. The sample was placed in the cadmium bath for 1 min, rinsed
with methanol for 1 min, placed in the sulfur bath for 1 min, and finally
washed in methanol again. This process was repeated 216 times,
depending on the desired number of CdSmonolayers. The filmwas then
annealed at 150 C for 15 min. For infilling with ZnS, 0.34 g of zinc
acetate in 80 mL of methanol was used in place of Cd.
Passivation of SMENA Surfaces. To passivate CdS or ZnS surfaces of
SMENA films, two different strategies were used. As one option, ZnCl2
treatment of fabricated films was employed. To initiate this procedure, a
combination of 0.1 M ZnCl2 and 0.1 M HCl in water was prepared. The
sample was placed in the HCl/ZnCl2 solution for 1 min and then rinsed
with deionized water. The cells were subsequently heated under argon to
150 C for 15 min. The second surface passivation strategy was based on
recently reported CTAB treatment,69 which leaves Cd2+ cations termi-
nated with Br. Typically, following the SILAR infilling step, 0.25 mL of
CTAB (concentration 10mg/mL)was placed on the film and allowed to
sit for 1 min, rinsed with 10 drops of methanol, and spun until dry. This
was repeated one more time.
Deposition of AuPd Counterelectrodes. To complete the cell
assembly, 2060 nm of goldpalladium (AuPd, 40/60) counterelec-
trodes were coated on top of the film via Polaron E500 sputter, which
was equipped with a≈2-mmdiameter shadowmask generating 16 pixels
in each device. The area of each pixel was estimated to be 0.03 cm2.
Preparation of Best-Performing Solar Cell (η = 2.3%). Construction
of the cell was initiated with the FTO cleaning procedure and a
subsequent deposition of a TiO2 layer with TiCl4 bath and TiO2 DyeSol
paste treatment steps, as described above. A sample of PbS/CdS core/
shell nanocrystals (PbS/CdS nanoparticle diameter =3.60 nm, CdS shell
thickness≈ 0.25 nm, 1S absorption feature of the core at λ = 1020 nm)
was prepared in octane in the concentration of≈10 mg/mL. To deposit
each layer, 5 drops of NCs in octane was placed on the slide and allowed
to spread until it covered the substrate. The NC solution was left until
the center dried and then spun at 2500 rpm for 15 s. Next, 10 drops a 1:3
solution of MPA in methanol was placed on the film so that the MPA
covers the film, which was then spun at 2500 rpm for 15 s. The film was
washed with 10 drops of methanol, spun at 2500 rpm until dry, and
washed once again with 10 drops of octane in the same manner. Every
third layer, the film was heated to 150 C for 15 min. When nine cycles
had been completed, the film had four cycles of pore filling with CdS, per
the above instructions. After SILAR, 0.25 mL of CTAB (concentration
10mg/mL) was placed on the film and allowed to sit for 1min, spun dry,
then rinsed with 10 drops of methanol and spun until dry. The films had
approximately 60 nm of AuPd sputter coated as a back contact. Prior
to any measurements being done, a small portion of the film was
removed via a cotton swab soaked in acetone, until the FTO surface was
exposed enough to make contact.
Characterization. Absorbance spectra were recorded on Cary 50
scan and Shimadzu UV-3600 UVvis-NIR spectrophotometers. High-
resolution transmission electronmicroscopy (HR-TEM)measurements
were carried out on JEOL 3011UHR and 2010 transmission electron
microscopes, operated at 300 and 200 kV, respectively. To prepare a
TEM sample, a small amount of NC film was scraped, dispersed in
toluene by sonication, dropped onto a carbon-coated copper grid, and
allowed to dry in air. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements
were carried out on a Scintag XDS-2000 X-ray powder diffractometer.
Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) emission spectra were measured on an
EDAX X-ray detector located inside the Inspect scanning electron
microscope (SEM). The electron beam was accelerated at 10 kV.
Currentvoltage characteristics were performed under AM 1.5 G
(100 mW/cm2) solar simulator on the IV data acquisition system
from PVMeasurements, Inc., while the incident photon to charge carrier
efficiency (IPCE) was measured on a home-built system comprising a
xenon lamp, a CM110 1/8 m monochromator, and a SR-830 lock-in
amplifier.
’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A detailed description of the main steps (see Figure 1)
involved in the preparation of CdS- and ZnS-encapsulated PbS
NC arrays (SMENA) is provided in the Experimental Section.
Briefly, hot-injection colloidal syntheses were used to fabricate
nearly monodisperse PbS NCs (4d < 6%; Figure SF1, Support-
ing Information) according to a methodology adapted from ref
79. The CdS shell was subsequently grown on PbS NCs through
a Pb2+fCd2+ cation-exchange reaction,82,83 which relies on the
replacement of an outer layer in PbSNCs with CdS, such that the
size of nanoparticles does not change during growth. This allows
preserving a low dispersion of nanocrystals diameters during the
PbS f PbS/CdS transformation (SD 6% f 7%; Figure SF2,
Supporting Information, and Figure 4a), as was exemplified by
the demonstrated ability of PbS/CdS NCs to form ordered
patterns upon solvent evaporation (Figure 4a). The thickness of
the CdS shell was controlled with submonolayer precision by
tuning the temperature of the growth solution during the cation-
exchange reaction (see details in Experimental Section). Accord-
ing to the high-resolution (HR) TEM analysis of several PbS/
CdS core/shell structures (Figure 2b and Figure SF2c, Support-
ing Information), CdS shell grew uniformly on the surface of PbS
NCs without noticeable lattice defects, which was attributed to
relatively low lattice stress at the interface of PbS and CdS crystal
phases (strain ≈ 1.7%). A good lattice match at the core/shell
boundary has also enabled the growth of large CdS shells totaling
1416 monolayers (ML). Notably, even for large-diameter
core/shell NCs comprising 14 MLs of CdS, HR-TEM examina-
tion did not reveal any evidence of stacking faults in the shell
phase (Figure 2c), further confirming the existence of low-strain
matching between PbS and CdS lattices.
The character of charge confinement in PbS/CdS core/shell
NCs was substantiated on the basis of steady-state spectroscopy
of excitonic transitions in these nanoparticles. According to
Figure 2d, the Pb2+f Cd2+ cation exchange in PbS NCs results
in blue-shifting of the absorption and emission features, which is
attributed to the decreased length of the carrier confinement in
PbS cores. The magnitude of this spectral shift is proportional to
the reduction in the PbS diameter (see eq SE1 and Figure SF1 in
Supporting Information) and was used here for estimating the
thickness of the PbS layer that was converted into the CdS shell.
In addition to blue-shifting of excitonic transitions, the transfor-
mation of PbS NCs into PbS/CdS core/shell structures was
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accompanied by a 510-fold increase in the emission intensity,
which reflected a diminishing probability of core-localized charges
to be trapped onNC surfaces. Such enhancement of the emission
yield upon shell growth is consistent with the onset of type I
carrier localization in PbS/CdS core/shell heterostructures, for
which both electrons and holes reside primarily in the core
domain of the composite NC. We note that core localization of
photoinduced charges is important for the development of
SMENA solids, as it allows preserving the quantum confinement
of matrix-incorporated NCs and enables the tunability of excited-
state energies via nanoparticle size.
To facilitate a low-temperature fusion of core/shell NCs into
an all-inorganic film, the original, oleic acid (OA) ligands on NC
surfaces were exchanged with thermally degradable molecules
such as 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA, T = 111 C) or formic
acid (FA, T = 101 C). Based on the fact that NCs form better
“inks” when dressed with bulky OA ligands, the ligand exchange
process was performed after the film deposition, which was
achieved by exposing spin-coated solids of OA-capped NCs to
a solution of a new ligand. Layer-by-layer (LbL) cycling84 was
employed to facilitate complete replacement of OA with MPA
(FA) and to prevent cracking of the film due to the volume
reduction. Typically, a 30-nm-thick layer of NCswas deposited in
each LbL cycle, followed by treatment with a solution of an
incoming ligand (MPA, FA) and subsequent heating of the film
to approximately 140160 C. Special settings of the spin-
coating process comprising both soaking and spinning stages
were necessary for achieving good-quality films. Please see
Experimental Section for more details. According to Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) measurements of NC films after the
ligand exchange step, most of the original OA ligands were
successfully replaced with MPA or FA molecules, as was attested
by a 67 cm1 red shift of Csp3H lines.85 The subsequent
thermal evaporation of MPA (FA) ligands resulted in quenching
of the respective vibrational transitions (Figure 3c), confirming
the removal of the organic phase from NC films. Desorption of
organic ligands in films annealed at 140160 C was consistent
with the observation of crystallographic fusion across adjacent
NCs in electron microscope images (Figure 4h).
The effect of ligand desorption on the morphology of
NC films was investigated by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). To perform a TEM analysis, fragments of annealed
SMENA films were scratched from the FTO substrate with a
needle tip, redissolved in toluene by sonicating for 15 min, and
deposited onto a carbon grid from the solution. According to
TEM images (Figure 4d,g), heating of MPA-capped NCs to as
low as 100 C promotes initial clustering, while annealing at
150 C for 20 min results in the crystallographic fusion of
neighboring NC shells, manifested by the formation of contin-
uous fringe pattern across adjacent NCs (Figure 4h,f). For these
films the excitonic features of encapsulated PbS NCs were clearly
Figure 3. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis of
the organic residue in NC solids. (ac) Crystallographic fusion ofMPA-
capped PbS/CdS NCs. (c) A typical FTIR transmission spectrum of
OA-capped PbS/CdS NCs in a film, showing characteristic Csp2H and
Csp3H vibrational transitions of OA molecules. (b) The OAfMPA
ligand exchange process is accompanied by the red shift of both Csp3H
peaks and a simultaneous onset of the COOH feature at k = 2620 cm1.
(a) FTIR spectrum of the NC film heated at 140 C for 20 min, showing
a significant reduction in the amplitude of MPA vibrational transitions.
(df) Crystallographic fusion of FA-capped PbS/CdS NCs.
Figure 2. High-resolution TEM images showing formation of the CdS
shell over PbS NCs during the cation-exchange reaction. (a) Oleic acid-
capped PbS NC. (b) PbS NC coated with 45 monolayers of the CdS
shell. (c) PbS NC coated with 1214 ML shell of CdS. (d) Changes
in the absorption and emission of PbS NCs resulting from deposi-
tion of approximately 1 ML of the CdS shell. Both features blue-shift
by ≈150 nm, reflecting a decrease in the core diameter. The PbS
fluorescence intensity is enhanced due to the formation of type I hetero-
structure.
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distinguishable in the absorbance spectra (Figure 9d), indicating
that the quantum confinement was partly preserved during the
fusion process. These measurements agree with previous studies
showing that epitaxial fusion of high-reactivity facets of NCs can
occur at temperatures as low as 60100 C, provided that
organic ligands are desorbed from NC surfaces.86
In order to improve the conductance of SMENA solids,
trapping and scattering of carriers should be reduced to a min-
imum. While the shell growth and the subsequent fusion of
core/shell NCs is expected to result in the formation of high-
quality interfaces at PbSCdS82 and CdSCdS87 boundaries
(Figures 2b and 4f, respectively), which are associated with little
charge scattering, the surfaces of interfused NCs can still produce
carrier traps limiting the carrier diffusion lengths. Ideally, close
packing of NCs in a solid with minimal amount of exposed
surfaces is desired. This scenario is realized for cubic-shaped
core/shell NCs, which form closely packed nanocrystal films
upon fusion (Figure 4c). Packing of round NCs, on the other
hand, is less ordered and produces a significant fraction of
unpassivated surface areas, at which carriers can trap and subse-
quently decay without reaching the opposite electrode. To
passivate these surfaces, NC solids can be further treated with
an additional S2 material (CdS, ZnS), which is introduced into
the pores of fused core/shell NCs via CBD or SILAR methodol-
ogy. This step results in partial filling of gaps in SMENA, giving
rise to monolithic solids, with identifiable CdS lattice structure
(see Figure.5). The ability of Cd and S ions to penetrate through
nanoparticle films has been exemplified in recent experiments
on porous TiO2 films (34 μm in thickness), for which CdS
material is deposited throughout the entire depth of the film88
(judging by the even coloration of both the front and back sides
of the opaque Degussa TiO2 layer on glass). Notably, filling the
pores of interfused PbS/CdS core/shell NCs with additional
CdS does not increase the inter-NC distance and thus does not
affect the electrical coupling between nanoparticles in the film.
According to Figure 3a,d, NC solids resulting from fusion and
pore-filling steps contain no traces of organic material and show
identifiable excitonic features of incorporated PbS NCs. On the
Figure 4. TEM images of PbS/CdSNCs and fragments of the SMENA. (a, b) PbS NCs capped with a thin shell of CdS (∼12ML). (c) A fragment of
the SMENA solid fabricated via crystallographic fusion of cubic-shaped PbS/CdS NCs at 150 C. (d, g) 4.3-nm PbS/CdS NCs fused at 100 C. (e, h)
4.3-nm PbS/CdS NCs fused at 150 C. (f, j) Fragments of the SMENA solid fabricated by fusing thick-shelled PbS/CdS NCs (4.3-nm PbS coated
with 1214 ML of CdS) at 150 C. Epitaxial associations of neighboring CdS shells can be seen in panel f.
Figure 5. Electron microscopic images of the SMENA solids following the pore filling step. (a) Scanning electron microscope image of PbS/CdS films.
(b) TEM image of a SMENA fragment. (c) Enlargement of the highlighted area, showing lattices fringes, which correspond to SILAR-deposited CdS.
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basis of FTIR and absorbance spectra, we thus conclude that the
presented strategy yields an all-inorganic encapsulation of PbS
NCs exhibiting quantum confinement of electrical charges.
The structure of heterointerfaces between PbS and CdS
domains was further investigated by X-ray powder diffraction
(XRD). Characteristic XRD spectra in Figure 6 compare the
diffraction pattern of the three samples: (a) OA-capped PbS
NCs, (b) fused PbS/CdS core/shell NC films annealed at
150 C, and (c) PbS/CdS solids after the CBD pore-filling step.
According to Figure 6a, the Bragg lines corresponding to pure
PbS NC powder closely match the PbS rock salt structure, as
indicated by the set of blue tick marks. Growth of the 0.4-nmCdS
shell onto PbS NCs produces the second set of Bragg lines
matching the zinc blende phase of the CdS lattice (denoted by
green tick marks). The absence of an alloying effect (generally
manifested by broadening of Bragg peaks)89 and the low density
of irregularities along material boundaries observed in HR-TEM
images of PbS/CdS NCs were interpreted as evidence of quasi-
epitaxial bonding between PbS and CdS lattices. Upon filling the
pores of PbS/CdS films with additional CdS semiconductor
deposited in seven SILAR cycles, the diffraction pattern of
resulting PbS/CdS solids shifted further toward higher angles
(Figure 6c), indicating an increase in the volume fraction of CdS
material. An apparent widening of Bragg lines in this case was
attributed to unresolved contributions from PbS rock salt and
CdS zinc blende crystal phases.
Improving the thermal stability of NC films is of central
importance to their deployment in device applications. In
organically interlinked NC arrays, a complete thermal sintering
occurs at relatively low temperatures (T ≈ 150170 C).90 In
the case of SMENA solids, the presence of the matrix semicon-
ductor on NC surfaces is expected to prevent the early oxidation
process, such that the thermal degradation of NCs is expected to
occur at higher temperatures via phase transition of the lattice.
Here, we test this hypothesis by comparing the thermal stability
of PbS NCs incorporated into CdS matrices with that of or-
ganically interlinked PbS NC films. To this end, the effect of
the substrate temperature on area of the 1S(e)1S(h) absorp-
tion peak in both films was investigated. According to Figure 7,
heating of (a) MPA-interlinked and (b) CdS-encapsulated PbS
NC films in inert atmosphere results in eventual bleaching of the
1S(e)1S(h) exciton peak, which was taken as a sintering point
of PbS NCs. In the case of PbS films encapsulated with≈0.8 nm
of CdS shell, the sintering temperature was roughly 50 C above
that of MPA-interlinked PbS NC arrays, while for PbS NCs
capped with 1.4 nm of CdS, the temperature difference,TC(PbS/
CdS)  TC(PbSMPA), reached 80 C. In both cases, SMENA
films were not treated with an additional CdS (pore-filling step),
such that the observed enhancement in the thermal stability of
PbS NCs incorporated into SMENA solids was attributed solely
to the existence of the CdS shell. Upon filling of the SMENA
pores with additional CdS (six SILAR cycles) in films with CdS
shell of 0.55 nm (Redge = 1.1 nm), the sintering temperature was
increased by an additional 18 C, as evident from the comparison
of curves (O, no SILAR; 0, six cycles of SILAR) in Figure 7.
Evolution of the absorption spectra for the latter film is shown in
Figure SF3 (Supporting Information). Overall, the above experi-
ments confirm that matrix encapsulation of NC array results in an
enhanced heat resistance of incorporated NCs as compared to
organically interlinked NC solids.
In addition to the observed increase in the thermal threshold
for sintering, the shape of PbS NCs capped with CdS appeared
to evolve differently with increasing temperature than that of
MPA-linked solids. As seen in Figure 7a, heating of organically
passivated PbS NCs resulted in a progressive red-shifting of the
exciton absorption peak, while CdS-capped PbS (Figure 7b)
underwent an initial blue shift followed by an eventual red-shift at
Figure 6. X-ray powder diffraction spectra of NC films corresponding
to progressive stages of SMENA development. (a) XRD spectrum of
4.0-nm PbS NCs, showing characteristic Bragg peaks of rock salt PbS
crystal phase. (b) XRD spectrum of fused PbS/CdS core/shell NCs. (c).
XRD spectrum of CdS infilled PbS/CdS solids (seven SILAR cycles)
comprising 4.0-nm PbS NC arrays.
Figure 7. Comparison of thermal stability of (a) MPA-linked and
(b) CdS-encapsulated PbS NC arrays, and (c) temperature dependence
of the 1S peak area. Redge is defined as the closest edge-to-edge distance
between adjacent PbS NCs in the matrix, which is calculated as twice the
thickness of the CdS shell.
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T = 170175 C. A similar trend was observed for pore-filled
SMENA films, the absorbance changes of which are shown in
Figure SF3 (Supporting Information). The difference in the
evolution of absorbance spectra for the two types of films is
attributed to the fact that heating of MPA-linked NCs promotes
ligand desorption and subsequent clustering of neighboring PbS
nanoparticles, as evident by the decrease in the confinement
length and associated red shift of the absorbance peak starting at
T≈ 100 C; meanwhile, thermal sintering of PbS/CdS SMENA
preserves the same length of quantum confinement throughout
the 25170 C range, causing some shrinking of PbS cores due
to allowing of the PbS/CdS interface (as manifested by a blue
shift of the exciton peak), before sintering-induced red-shifting
becomes dominant at higher temperatures (T > 170 C). This is
an important result, indicating that the initial sintering in CdS-
capped PbS NC arrays occurs via alloying of the PbS/CdS
interface and not through clustering of PbS NCs.
One key parameter that determines the macroscopic proper-
ties of NC solids is the degree of coupling between electrical
charges in the film.74 When electronic states of neighboring NCs
are strongly coupled, the associated charge carrier wave functions
delocalize over the entire NC array. This creates conduction
channels for electrons and holes to move freely, much like it
happens in an ordinary crystalline solid. These films are thus best
suited for applications requiring the transport of charges, which
include solar cells, photodetectors, and FETs. Conversely, in
films with weakly coupled NCs, the site localization of excited
carriers suppresses the transport of charges across the solid,
turning the film insulating. The existence of large potential bar-
riers between NCs in this case enables the radiative decay of
excitons, which can find potential use in such applications as
lasers, waveguides, and LEDs.
Theoretically, the energy of internanocrystal coupling in a film
can be expressed within the WentzelKramersBrillouin
(WKB) approximation as91
β≈ hν exp½ 2ð2mΔE=p2Þ1=2Redge ð1Þ
where ν is a constant with units of frequency, m* is the carrier
effective mass, and Redge is the shortest edge-to-edge distance
between the adjacent NCs in the film. This fairly simple approach
takes into account only the resonant tunneling mechanism of
charge coupling between adjacent nanocrystals and does not
include the effects of disorder or level-broadening in the system.
The magnitude of the energy term in eq 1 determines the type of
charge coupling in NC films, which is inferred from the ratio of
the coupling energy (β) to the charging energy (Ec), defined as
the energy required for adding an extra charge to a NC,92 as well
as the ratio of β to the room-temperature kBT. Since, for most
NC films, Ec is greater than kBT (at T = 30 C), one can define
three distinct regimes of charge localization in NC solids. First,
when β < kBT carriers, are strongly localized, such that the
resulting NC film is essentially insulating. In this case, the charge
transport can occur only through tunneling. In the regime when
kBT < β < Ec, carrier wave functions overlap across domains of
several NCs but the states are still separated by the Coulomb
gap.93 In the third regime, when β > Ec, also known as the Mott
metalinsulator transition (MIT),92,94 wave functions become
delocalized throughout the entire solid, such that the film pro-
perties start to resemble those of crystalline bulk materials.
Here we estimate the nature of electric coupling in fabricated
SMENA solids by modeling the electron coupling energy as a
function of inter-NC separation (Redge) for the three SMENA
systems: 4-nm PbS NCs in a CdS matrix, 6-nm PbS in a CdS
matrix, and 4-nm PbS in a ZnS matrix. Figure 8a shows a relative
alignment of band edges for these heteronanomaterials, which
was partly confirmed in this work through the observation of the
characteristic optical properties (e.g., Figure 2d). According to
the energy diagram, the strongest localization of electrons is
expected to occur in a PbS/ZnS system, while 4-nm PbS NC
arrays encased within a CdS matrix should exhibit the highest
degree of state delocalization. Notably, when the diameter of PbS
is less than 4 nm, the PbS/CdS NCs could transition into a quasi
type II heterostructure.9597 In such nanoparticles, electrons are
delocalized over the entire volume of the solid, causing the loss of
quantum confinement in the system. While this type of NC
coupling constitutes an interesting case of bulklike NC solids, the
present experiments are mainly focused on systems for which a
nonvanishing inter-NC potential barrier still exists, such that the
energies of excited states could be tuned via the nanoparticle size.
The results of model calculations are summarized in Figure 8b.
For each of the investigated material systems, we identify three
coupling regimes, denoted as (1) delocalized electrons (colored
areas, β > Ec), (2) domain-localized electrons or tunneling
coupling regime (kBT < β < Ec), and (3) site-localized electrons
or Mott insulator regime (gray shading, β < kBT). The Redge
parameter is calculated in relative units of length, which preserve
the correct length ratio of MIT to Mott transitions between the
three investigated SMENA systems. For instance, according to
Figure 8b, the same inter-NC separation, Redge, turns 4-nm PbS/
CdS solids conductive, while rendering 4-nm PbS/ZnS films
insulating. These calculations also indicate that the value of Redge
associated with the MIT transition in 4-nm PbS/CdS solids is
1.5 times greater than that of 6-nm PbS/CdS and 3.1 times
greater than that of 4-nm PbS/ZnS solids.
Figure 8. (a) Energy diagram showing relative alignment of conduction
and valence band edges at heterointerfaces of three NC/matrix combi-
nations: 4.0-nm PbS/CdS, 6.0-nm PbS/CdS, and 4.0-nm PbS/ZnS,
representing the cases of delocalized, domain-localized, and site-loca-
lized 1S(e) wave functions, respectively. (b) Dependence of coupling
energy (β) on inter-NC distance (Redge) for the three material systems
shown in panel a. The colored areas (red, blue, and green) indicate the
regime of delocalized electrons, while gray-shaded areas highlight the
regime of strongly localized charges.
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The predicted regimes of NC coupling are in line with the
experimental results obtained for the two types of NC solids,
representing the cases of highly delocalized and strongly insulat-
ing films. The former was fabricated by incorporating ≈3.8-nm
PbS NCs into a CdS matrix, such that the inter-NC spacing,
Redge, was 0.7 nm (1S exciton feature at λ = 1070 nm). For these
solids, the OAf MPA ligand exchange step quenched most of
the original PbS band-edge fluorescence, indicating the onset of
strong coupling even in the presence of short-chain ligands on
PbS surfaces. The subsequent crystallographic fusion of the
respective shells resulted in the complete suppression of fluo-
rescence and simultaneous widening of the exciton absorption
peak, which was interpreted as evidence of further delocalization
of 1S electrons. The presence of characteristic quantum confine-
ment features in the absorbance spectra of annealed NC films
(Figure 9d), however, indicated that the regime of strong
delocalization (regime 1) was not reached for Redge = 0.7 nm.
Only by decreasing Redge in PbS/CdS solids to less than 0.5 nm
were we able to reach the regime of strong coupling, character-
ized by a significant widening of the 1S exciton absorbance. The
conductance of 3.8-nm PbS/CdS films, with an expected domain
localization of NC charges, was found to be comparable to that of
MPA-linked solids, as was attested by similar performances of
CdS-encapsulated (Figure 9b) and MPA-linked (Figure SF5,
Supporting Information) PbS films in prototype solar cells.
To fabricate NC solids showing strong localization of charges
(regime 3), 3.0-nm PbS NCs were coated with 2.4 nm of CdS
shell followed by 0.4 nm of ZnS shell. In this case, the direct
deposition of more than 1 ML of ZnS onto PbS NCs did not
result in the formation of a uniform shell, possibly due to a
significant mismatch of lattice constants for these semiconduc-
tors (strain ≈8.2%). The employment of a CdS intermediate
layer facilitated a gradual relief of the lattice stress and allowed
deposition of 0.4 nm of ZnS [Redge = 2(0.4 + 2.4) nm = 5.6 nm].
The resulting PbS/CdS/ZnS NCs solids were developed on top
of FTO glass (sufficient surface roughness was required for the
films to adhere to the substrate) by fusing MPA-capped NCs at
150 C, followed by the ZnS pore-infilling step. According to
Figure SF4 (Supporting Information), the band edge emission
of all-inorganic PbS/CdS/ZnS solids was still distinguishable
after the annealing step, indicating a strong localization of both
carriers at PbS sites. The insulating character of these films was
confirmed in photocurrent measurements, for which the result-
ing current density did not exceed 0.01 mA/cm2 at AM1.5
illumination.
The photovoltaic characteristics of SMENA films were in-
vestigated by the use of a depleted heterojunction (DH) solar cell
architecture,64 schematically illustrated in Figure 9a. In compar-
ison with a commonly used Schottky barrier NC cell,84 where the
pn junction is formed at themetalelectrode interface, the DH
architecture relies on a heterojunction of the two semiconductors
to separate charges between FTO and Au electrodes. This design
feature allows increasing an open circuit voltage of the device
(Vos), which is explained by the fact that the Fermi level of the
metal electrode is no longer pinned by the defect states at the
semiconductormetal interface.73 In addition, the DH cell de-
sign relies on the incorporated TiO2 layer to block photoinduced
holes from the working electrode. This increases the shunt
resistance of the cell, resulting in a greater fill factor (FF) of
the device.
To fabricate a prototype DH cell, SMENA solids were de-
veloped on top of a TiO2 film and then capped with 20
60 nm Au/Pd electrodes. A TiO2 film was spin-coated from
DyeSol nanoparticle precursor on FTO-coated glass (resistance =
12Ω/sq) and subsequently annealed at 450480 C to remove
organic traces (see Experimental Section). The thickness of the
resulting layer of TiO2 ranged from 200 to 400 nm, as was
estimated from SEM measurements. To develop the light-
absorbing layer, PbS/CdS core/shell NCs capped with original
OA ligands were spin-coated onto TiO2 layer via 810 LbL
cycles, totaling 350400 nm. The film was heated to 150160 C
for∼15 min after every three cycles. Upon deposition of the NC
layer, the pores of the resulting solid were further filled with
additional CdS (210 SILAR cycles), and the film was capped
with Au/Pd electrodes through a shadow mask. The area of each
metal pixel was roughly 0.03 cm2. To improve the quality of
deposited NC films, a modified spin-coating methodology com-
prising both soaking and spinning cycles was developed (see
Experimental Section). Without the use of such prolonged
soaking (1 min) prior to spin-coating, the quality of the resulting
films was generally poor, as was identified by low surface re-
flectivity and a large density of pinholes.
Figure 9b shows the set of best JVmeasurements of the four
types of PbS/CdS solar cells (FTO/TiO2/SMENA/Au/Pd),
Figure 9. (a) Schematic of the depleted heterojunction solar cell
comprising an FTO/glass working electrode, 200400 nm TiO2 layer,
PbS/CdS SMENA layers (∼250400 nm), and a Au/Pd counter-
electrode (not visible). (b) Best J-V outputs of the four types of PbS/
CdS solar cell: (1) 3.1-nm PbS/CdS (Redge = 0.51 nm, four SILAR
cycles), (2) 3.1-nm PbS/CdS (Redge = 0.51 nm, zero SILAR cycles), (3)
3.2-nm PbS/CdS (Redge = 1.2 nm, eight SILAR cycles) and (4) 3.2-nm
PbS/CdS (Redge = 4.4 nm, two SILAR cycles) (c) Cross-sectional SEM
image of the NC film on TiO2, prepared through the crystallographic
fusion of 3.2-nm PbS/1.5 ML CdS core/shell NCs, followed by the CdS
pore-infilling step (eight cycles). (d) Representative absorbance spec-
trum of a SMENA cell on FTO glass. (e) IPCE spectra of the two
SMENA cells, the JV outputs of which are marked 1 and 2 in panel b.
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representing different combinations of the inter-NC separation
(Redge) and the number of infilling SILAR cycles (denoted as M
in the figure). The highest PCE value under AM1.5 illumination
(η = 2.3%; FF = 0.38) was realized for the cells fabricated with
four CdS infilling cycles (M = 4) and Redge of 0.5 nm; meanwhile,
the use of eight infilling cycles and Redge of 1.2 nm produced
lower PCE (<0.8%) but consistently yielded large values of the
open circuit voltage (VOC > 0.72 V). The relatively low value of
the cell fill factor was attributed to a high in-series resistance of
the device, which could be related to charge trapping on
remaining dangling bonds in the system. This hypothesis was
supported by the fact that for SMENA cells where pores were
not filled with CdS (but were terminated with either ZnCl2 or
CTAB), the best efficiency was limited to η = 1.38% (Figure 9b,
green curve). The increase inRedge from 0.5 to 4.4 nm (Figure 9b,
orange curve) was accompanied by a significant drop in the cell
efficiency to less than 0.1% and was attributed to the onset of
carrier localization (see Figure 8, red curve). For best-performing
cells (Redge≈ 0.50.6 nm,M > 2 cycles), the typical range of cell
efficiencies was η = 1.52.3%, where η is the PCE of the best-
performing pixel (out of 16) in a cell. For high-quality films (as
characterized by their smooth, reflective appearance and even
coloration of the NC layer), about half of all pixels showed
efficiencies within 60% of the best-performing pixel. On the basis
of the absorbance profile of a typical SMENA solar cell
(Figure 9d) showing a distinguishable exciton feature, we infer
that carriers in the film show some degree of domain localization.
Overall, the observed range of PCE values for SMENA devices
was somewhat lower than those of the best reported NC solar
cells,64,98,99 for which η can reach 6%. The SMENA cells stored
in ambient conditions (open to air andmoisture) for up to 3months
showed 2030% reduction in the performance, which is on the par
with the stability of EDT-interlinked PbS solar cells reported in ref
100. The primary causes of SMENA cell degradation were not clear
and could be related to physical damage of the 30-nm Au/Pd
contact resulting from multiple applications of the spring-loaded
probe tip. We also note that only a minimal optimization of the cell
performance was undertaken in the course of this study, and future
work will be needed to address the effect of the film morphology
(Redge, NC diameter, matrix material) on the cell efficiency.
The light-harvesting characteristics of SMENA cells are sum-
marized in Figure 9e, showing incident photon to electron
conversion efficiency (IPCE) profiles and optical absorbance of
the two types of SMENA cells corresponding to the two best JV
outputs in Figure 9b (marked as 1 and 2). The IPCE of the 2.3%
cell (Redge= 0.5 nm, M = 4 cycles) reveals a distinguishable
contribution from PbS NCs into the observed photocurrent, as
manifested by the identifiable 1S exciton feature in the IPCE
spectrum. The IPCE profile of the second cell prepared with zero
CdS infilling cycles (M = 0) shows a similar profile, where the
amplitude is proportionally decreased compared to that of CdS-
treated film. The lower value of the photocurrent in this case is
attributed to higher rate of charge trapping on surfaces of
interfused PbS/CdS NCs, resulting from the diminished poten-
tial barrier between 1S carriers in PbS and the surfaces of CdS.
The contribution of the CdS matrix into the photocurrent could
not be evaluated in these measurements due to spectral limita-
tions of the IPCE collection system. Nevertheless, as indirect
evidence of nonvanishing effect of the CdS material on photo-
current, the JV output of cell 4 in Figure 9b (for which the CdS-
to-PbS volume ratio was substantial) yielded high values of VOC
(>0.7 V), consistent with the CdS band gap value.
In conclusion, a novel strategy for assembling semiconductor
nanocrystals into all-inorganic solids is presented. The reported
methodology is designed to overcome the key limitations of
the “cross-linking” approach to assembly of NC films, asso-
ciated with poor thermal and chemical stability of the ligand
nanocrystal system, by encasing nanocrystal arrays into a matrix
of a wide band gap semiconductor. Here, we employ CdS and
ZnS matrices to encapsulate PbS NC arrays, such that the
quantum confinement of incorporated nanocrystals is partly
preserved and can be controlled by tuning the inter-NC separa-
tion in the film. Fabricated films exhibit good thermal stability,
which is attributed to the heteroepitaxial structure of nanocrystal
matrix interfaces, and show compelling light-harvesting perfor-
mance in prototype solar cells. Model calculations have been
performed to evaluate the effect of inter-NC separation in the
film on the degree of electrical coupling between adjacent NCs in
the solid. The results of these calculations were supported by
experiments performed on ZnS- and CdS-encapsulated NC
arrays. It is expected that the matrix-encapsulation approach
could be extended to other type I semiconductor/matrix combi-
nations to aid the “bottom-up” development of all-inorganic NC
films showing high carrier mobility, quantum confinement of
incorporated charges, and compelling air stability.
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